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Summary:
Vaccine Coin (VAX) is a utility token to combine the digital technology, biotechnological
advancements and smart contracts to create unique block chain technology applications in the field
of medical virology and immunology. This will help the world to develop better vaccines and to
monitor the spread viral and bacterial diseases around the world. It will also help to implement
better scientific solutions to handle the pandemic outbreaks along with development of far better
control measurements for such pandemic outbreaks. The impact of this Vaccine Coin will be better
health and less burden on the health system for the world. This is going to support the idea of one
world health. This token is to increase the safety of the persons around the world.
Vaccine Coin (VAX) is a project to develop tools in form of app and online access platform to maintain
and analyze the records of vaccinated persons. The blockchain technology is offering a right solution
to develop such project. This project offers health benefits to user because user can have access to
its vaccine schedules and records any time and any where in the world. The biggest benefits will be
that we know how many people against a particular pathogen in a region are vaccinated and what
are the side effects? These may help to improve the quality of vaccines and one day we may be able
to develop vaccines without the side effects, which will remove the fear among the society to get
vaccinated. The biggest benefit is that the data is maintained in decentralized system for long term
and cannot be manipulated. Vaccine Coin is created on Binance smart chain as utility token and
anybody around the world can have this token to access the benefits of this project.

